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Wheel-Alert
Tyre pressure monitoring device

Prevent Disasters!

•  Monitors each wheel independently 
 Models available for single, dual and  
 tri axles.
•  Detects loss of air pressure immediately
•  Alerts the driver by means of a   
 sounding alarm in dashboard of vehicle
• Ideal for all caravans, horsefloats  
 and boat trailers
•  Operates on 12v or 24v
•  Immersible in water - IP rating 67
•  No maintenance required
•  Install it yourself - full instructions 
 with each unit

A Happy 
Wanderer Wheel 
Alert fitted to 
this caravan 
would have 
prevented this 
accident.

Wheel Alert - It could save your life.

The 
cheapest 
insurance 
policy 
you’ll 
ever buy

AUSTRALIAN MADEfor Australian Conditions



WHEEL-ALERT consists of high quality limit switches (water, dust, and rust resistant) attached to the axles 

of the towed vehicle, close to the wheel. Each wheel is constantly monitored independently via an adjustable 

sensor which activates at an early stage of tyre deflation, a buzzer alarm fitted under your dashboard. This 

gives you ample time to pull off the road without wrecking your tyre and wheel, simply turn the ignition off to 

mute the buzzer.

WHEEL-ALERT will reset itself automatically after the wheel has been replaced with a spare that is correctly 

inflated. 

WHEEL-ALERT reliability is not affected by normal road hazards such as bumps or surface deterioration, in 

fact WHEEL-ALERT will operate just as well on average gravel roads providing you keep your trailer tyres 

inflated as per manufacturers specification and your speed down to reduce the amount of flying stones. The 

adjustable sensors are made of special non-corrosive high tensile steel by BHP, speedy contact with rocks or 

other obstacles will not damage them. However badly corrugated, rocky surfaces or long grass will interfere 

with the proper functioning of your WHEEL-ALERT.

WHEEL-ALERT is powered by your towing vehicles 12v or 24v battery and will use a fraction of power required 

by your radio when the buzzer is activated. Fitted according to provided instructions, WHEEL-ALERT will not 

interfere with any other electrical parts or components of your caravan. You can benefit from WHEEL-ALERT all 

year round by simply relocating it from your caravan onto your boat trailer or any other trailer. WHEEL-ALERTS 

sturdy components are available in kit form to suit single, dual or tri-axle units. Kits come complete with a 

comprehensive set of fitting instructions. Install it yourself, its easy! Without WHEEL-ALERT and its modern 

technology it is almost impossible to know that you are running on a flat tyre until the damage is done. 

PLEASE NOTE THAT IT IS STILL NECESSARY TO MAINTAIN CORRECT TYRE PRESSURE ON YOUR 
CARAVAN.
WHEEL-ALERT is covered by a 12 month warranty.

Let WHEEL-ALERT do the worrying while you enjoy the driving. 

An optional red warning light is available for dashboard mounting.

What is WHEEL-ALERT 
and how does it work?
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WHEEL-ALERT consists of high quality limit switches (water, dust, and rust resistant) attached to the axles of

the towed vehicle, close to the wheel. Each wheel is constantly monitored independently via an adjustable

sensor which activates at an early stage of tyre deflation, a buzzer alarm fitted under your dashboard. This

gives you ample time to pull off the road without wrecking your tyre and wheel, simply turn the ignition off to

mute the buzzer.

WHEEL-ALERT will reset itself automatically after the wheel has been replaced with a spare that is correctly

inflated.

WHEEL-ALERT reliability is not affected by normal road hazards such as bumps or surface deterioration, in

fact WHEEL-ALERT will operate just as well on average gravel roads providing you keep your trailer tyres

inflated as per manufacturers specification and your speed down to reduce the amount of flying stones. The

adjustable sensors are made of special non-corrosive high tensile steel by BHP, speedy contact with rocks or

other obstacles will not damage them. However badly corrugated, rocky surfaces or long grass will interfere

with the proper functioning of your WHEEL-ALERT.

WHEEL-ALERT is powered by your towing vehicles 12v or 24v battery and will use a fraction of power required

by your radio when the buzzer is activated. Fitted according to provided instructions, WHEEL-ALERT will not

interfere with any other electrical parts or components of your caravan. You can benefit from WHEEL-ALERT

all year round by simply relocating it from your caravan onto your boat trailer or any other trailer. WHEEL-

ALERTS sturdy components are available in kit form to suit single, dual or tri-axle units. Kits come complete

with a comprehensive set of fitting instructions. Install it yourself, its easy! Without WHEEL-ALERT and its

modern technology it is almost impossible to know that you are running on a flat tyre until the damage is done. 

PLEASE NOTE THAT IT IS STILL NECESSARY TO MAINTAIN CORRECT TYRE PRESSURE ON YOUR
CARAVAN.
WHEEL-ALERT is covered by a 12 month warranty.

Let WHEEL-ALERT do the worrying while you enjoy the driving. 

An optional red warning light is available for dashboard mounting.
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Happy Wanderer Wheel Alert Order Form

Name: ..........................................................................................................................................................

Address: ......................................................................................................................................................

Telephone Home: ......................................................Work: ........................................................................

If using your credit card, phone (08) 8376 2411 or complete the details below and mail to

HAPPY WANDERER CARAVAN ACCESSORIES Unit 2/54 Byre Avenue, Somerton Park SA 5044

Mastercard  Visa  Bankcard  

Expiry Date: ........................ Amount $ .....................Cardholder’s signature ..............................................

What is WHEEL-ALERT 
and how does it work?

Wheel Alerts for single axle $.............       Wheel Alerts for dual axle $.............

Wheel Alerts for triple axle  $............. Dashboard warning light (add extra $13.50, inc GST)

Postage & Handling + $10.00 (inc GST)   Total $ ..................

Payments by cheque, money order or credit card
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